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Abstract 
 
In this project, we will examine the notions of culture, individuality, identity, and                         
categorization within musical cultures and thereby aim to create a deeper understanding of                         
these terms, and the way they are interconnected with each other. We will do that by                               
elaborating on, among other things, musical history and notions of race and difference as well                             
as how these are perceived and interpreted by the people who it concerns. To do so, we also                                   
take into consideration the notions of ownership over a culture, and how this may be                             
understood as well as look into different understandings of the term cultural appropriation. 
The aim of the project is to research the notion of cultural appropriation within music                             
by focusing specific on the hip hop culture and rap music. We will be looking into two                                 
particular contemporary hip hop artists namely, Eminem and Kanye West, and examine if                         
and how cultural and musical appropriation can be said to be present within their work ­ the                                 
two music videos and the belonging lyrics in ‘Lose Yourself’ and ‘No Church in the Wild’. 
By analyzing and discussing Eminem’s music video we get an understanding of how                         
the categories that evoke belonging are created. Furthermore, we get insight into how racial                           
difference can be challenged by an internalization of other particularities. By looking into                         
Kanye West’s music video we get a sense of a complex composition of cultural elements that                               
are created through associations to a wide range of intertextual references. 
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Introduction 
 
“​At a time when the sound of pop music is very black, the artists performing those sounds, as                                   
least the most popular ones, are very likely to be white​.” (Westhoff, 2015a). This quote                             
appears in The Guardian in February 2015, and reveals the basis of our project, namely,                             
cultural appropriation in rap music and hip hop culture. As the quote states white artists play                               
black music, for instance rap music. Rap music and the broader hip hop culture are                             
historically rooted in African American music culture (Rabaka, 2012). Rap and hip hop                         
express social, economic, and political commentary of African Americans with regard to                       
experiences of discrimination and their daily life within a minority group (Bennett, 2001 &                           
Price, 2006). We would like to discuss in which ways white artists use aspects of this African                                 
American music culture in their own music and lifestyle. Moreover, we would also like to                             
examine if this statement is also possible in reverse. 
 
We chose to conduct our project on this issue, because we believe it is a complex and                                 
relevant issue today, and in order to gain insight into discriminatory processes in                         
contemporary popular music, a deeper understanding of this issue is required. After all,                         
popular music and the broader popular culture is fleeting and forever changing (Bennett,                         
2001). We agreed to examine this issue in rap music and hip hop culture, because this music                                 
is originally black, but is nowadays influenced by white artists (Bennett, 2001). It is argued                             
that since hip hop has gained a position in pop music, hip hop has been reduced to an identity                                     
marker that can be consumed by anyone without the traditional criteria for hip hop (Bennett,                             
2001 & Westhoff, 2015a). We could ask ourselves the question if this is an issue of cultural                                 
appropriation. Some authors state that there is no cultural appropriation in the context of                           
music and film. Others argue that cultural appropriation is inescapable when different                       
cultures come into contact, what makes the statement according to them an issue of cultural                             
appropriation (Rogers, 2006). However, many white artists and consumers of African                     
American hip hop culture argue that their adoption and consumption derives from an                         
appreciation of African American culture rather than an appropriation. They argue that music                         
genres carry with them a particular notion of identity and belonging and that they identify                             
with hip hop in that way despite the colour of their skin (Zushi, 2015). In the perspective of                                   
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some African American hip hop artists, such as Azealia Banks, there is an injustice in white                               
American artists adapting the traditionally African American hip hop culture, because                     
African American artists are disadvantaged in the mainstream music industry. This statement                       
can be proven by the fact that one of the most successful and highest paid rap artist in the                                     
world is the white rapper Eminem, despite the fact that the genre is made up of a majority of                                     
African Americans (Westhoff, 2015a). Many African American artists use rap music in a way                           
of expressing their stories and empowering themselves against a continually disadvantaging                     
white western dominated society (Bennett, 2001 & Price, 2006). But in an industry that                           
favours white hip hop artists, it is not completely fair that these white artists such as Eminem                                 
and Iggy Azalea can so easily integrate themselves into this historically African American                         
resistance culture, undermining the initial purpose of this music culture (Westhoff, 2015a). 
After examining the literature about cultural appropriation and rap music and hip hop                         
culture, we discovered a gap in the literature. Cultural appropriation is often used without a                             
covering theory or elaborated discussion (Rogers, 2006). So, we decided to provide a good                           
working definition and an extensive discussion about the concept in a broader context of rap                             
music and ‘blackness’ and ‘whiteness’, after all much literature investigates cultural                     
appropriation in a feminist context (for instance: Kinga, 2013). Thus, we can state that                           
cultural appropriation is constructed in different fields, for instance between men and women                         
(for instance: Kinga, 2013), between black and white (for instance: Bennett, 2001), or within                           
fashion (for instance: Thompson & Haytko, 1997). All these fields are accurate with regard to                             
discriminatory issues in our contemporary society, but we chose to focus on cultural                         
appropriation between black and white within rap music, and that led us to the following                             
problem formulation:  
 
“How is cultural appropriation between white and African American pop artists present in                         
contemporary rap and hip hop songs and their corresponding music videos?”​.  
 
In order to provide a possible answer to this open question, we first need to understand what                                 
cultural appropriation is, and how it relates to identity, membership, and authenticity.  
We decided to compare one of the most famous contemporary African American rap                         
artists Kanye West with one of the most current celebrated white rap musicians Eminem. For                             
the analysis we selected the song ‘No Church in the Wild’ by Kanye West and ‘Lose                               
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Yourself’ by Eminem, because these songs reveal elements of cultural appropriation and the                         
interaction between the white and the African American culture. To provide a possible                         
answer on this question, we use a music video analysis and a text analysis on the lyrics. For                                   
this purpose we use the music videos and the lyrics of the two aforementioned songs. In the                                 
analysis we will focus on the process of cultural appropriation, how ‘whiteness’ and                         
‘blackness’ are performative, and how different artists perform their race and other races than                           
their own in music videos. In the music videos we are able to gain insight into how racial                                   
groups are expressed and depicted in hip hop, not only through the lyrics spoken but also                               
through performance, setting, fashion and body­language. Music videos are an important                     
medium for rap music and the broader hip hop culture, because they provide                         
commercialisation of the artists and their songs (Price, 2006). 
For this issue, it is important that we understand our position as white Western                           
university students who cannot accurately depict what cultural appropriation is and is not                         
from our perspective alone. However, we will draw upon authors and artists from different                           
discourses and races to achieve a coherent understanding. We are aware that there is no                             
neutral term for the categories of black or African American. But we will use both terms to be                                   
able to work within the framework of the music videos which are in some way constructing                               
these. We will also discuss the categories of race critically drawing on the work of Paul                               
Gilroy. 
 
First, the project will discuss the concepts, popular music, and popular culture. Secondly, rap                           
music and hip hop culture will be scrutinised, we will discuss the concepts, the development                             
till now, the contemporary relevance and the possible future. Thirdly, the project will take a                             
close look at cultural appropriation itself and the related concepts identity and authenticity                         
which can be used to provide a thorough perspective on what cultural appropriation is. ​In the                               
fourth place, we will analyse the music videos and the lyrics of the two chosen songs.                               
Furthermore, we will have an open discussion about cultural appropriation in rap music and                           
hip hop culture, and finally, the project will make a conclusion of our most important                             
findings according to our research question.  
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1. Pop culture 
 
Popular music or pop music is a concept that is both precise and elusive in its meaning at the                                     
same time. Pop culture is subjective and can be interpreted and understood in different ways,                             
there is a certain discrepancy between definitions; this is due to the fact that popular music                               
covers an enormous range of music (Bennett, 2001). However, Frith (1996) states that pop                           
music is popular not because it reflects some sort of popular taste or experience, but because                               
it creates our understanding of what popularity is. Successful pop music is music which                           
defines its own aesthetic standard (Frith, 1996). Contrary to Frith, Bennett (2001) wonders                         
who has the power to define what counts as popular music today. Bennett (2001) also                             
expresses that without a doubt, popular music is the primary leisure resource in late modern                             
society. The sound of pop infiltrates people’s lives in different ways. Pop music is                           
subsequently connected with a broader popular culture. Later, we will focus on pop culture.                           
Pop music carries the burden of a troubled history, with conflicts over time, space and place.                               
As a consequence, pop music has a different interpretation over the years (Bennett, 2001).                           
We will roughly discuss a timeline of the most important music styles in pop music from the                                 
1950s till now. After World War Two, pop music was interpreted as rock ‘n’ roll. In the                                 
sixties the popular music was influenced by the countercultural movement, music became a                         
platform for socio­political commentary. Mostly white middle class youths whose views were                       
radically opposed with the views of their parents who lived in a society which is socially                               
controlled (Bennet, 2001). A good example of pop groups from the counter­culture, is ABBA                           
(Mansour, 2005). In the seventies punk and reggae were the forms of popular music of that                               
time, punk developed in Europe and America. Reggae consisted of aspects of the African                           
culture. Punk and reggae were followed by heavy metal and dance music such as disco which                               
were seen as pop music in the beginning of the 1990s. The continuing popularity of rap and                                 
hip hop (which first became a mainstream form of popular culture during the mid­1980s)                           
makes it one of the most commercially successful musical styles of the late twentieth and                             
early twenty­first centuries (Bennett, 2001). 
In the next paragraph, we will discuss the history of rap music and hip hop culture,                               
because rap music is the most recent interpretation of pop music at the moment, according to                               
Bennett (2001). The popular music today is simply called pop music, but there are different                             
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genres for instance electronic, indie, alternative rock… (Guardian Music, 2015). From the                       
consumer’s perspective, though, it is obvious that people play the music they like. Musical                           
tastes are subjective as a result of social conditioning. Contrary, commercial manipulation                       
determines some music as ‘normal’ pop music, but a good song is precisely one that                             
transcends those forces. Thus, pop music becomes more valuable aesthetically when it                       
becomes more independent of the social forces, and more dependent of aspects outside pop,                           
like the auteur, community or subculture that lies behind it. The problem is, that it is very                                 
difficult to say who or what it is that pop music expresses or how we recognize the                                 
authentically creative performers (Frith, 1996). 
As we described above, popular music is connected with a broader popular culture, a                           
broader lifestyle that is related to a music style (Bennett, 2001). The term popular culture can                               
refer to different cultural expressions like TV, music, films, series, fashion, etcetera, implying                         
that they are well­liked by the majority of people. On the other hand, popular culture has an                                 
inferior meaning. Since their stories, characters and messages are streamlined, schematised,                     
the generic expectations are always fulfilled and their plots offer easy and gratifying answers.                           
The average popular culture text will be entertaining by providing a lot emotions and by                             
gratifying the audience’s desire for happy closure (Kukkonen, 2011). 
After exploring the major understandings of popular music and popular culture, we                       
decided to use the following definition of pop culture: ‘Pop culture is the culture of a (youth)                                 
subgroup that is related to the most popular music of that subgroup in a certain time period                                 
and at a certain place.’ 
 
 
2. Rap and hip hop 
 
As we wrote above, we will focus on rap music and the associated hip hop culture. First, we                                   
will analyse the words hip hop and rap. Subsequently we will describe the origins of this                               
music and this culture and finally we will discuss the relevance of rap and hip hop in our                                   
contemporary society and a possible future of hip hop culture. 
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2.1. Concepts 
 
The African diaspora produced the hip hop culture, which expresses a growth of economic                           
analysis, social commentary, religious exegesis, political criticism, and street awareness                   
while fighting issues of economic, social, and political inequality, cultural persecution, and                       
racial preconceptions (Price, 2006). The concept ‘hip hop culture’ originates from rap music                         
in the 1970s. The verb ‘to rap’ means a sort of rhythmically mix between speaking and                               
singing. This verb was not a new term which was invented by the hip hop community, but                                 
existed a long time. However, the meaning of the verb always referred to something with                             
rhythm. In the seventeenth century ‘to rap’ meant producing rhythmic sound like clapping                         
and drumming. During the nineteenth century the meaning changed towards the actual act of                           
speaking, and at the end of the twentieth century, the meaning changed towards a mix of                               
rhythm, speaking and singing (Berns & Schlobinski, 2002). In other words, rap stands for a                             
narrative form of vocal delivery which is spoken in a rhythmic dialect over continuous                           
‘breakbeats’. This specific technique can be traced from African bardic traditions to rural                         
southern­based expressions of African Americans (Bennett, 2001). 
 
 
2.2. Social origins 
 
It all started in the 1960s and 1970s. These decennia were characterised by a lack of access to                                   
health care, justice, employment, voting rights, and other everyday privileges of citizenship                       
for different minority groups in the United States. These groups demonstrated against these                         
discriminatory and racist practices of the US (Price, 2006). Hip hop culture rose out of these                               
demonstrating groups, and was initially a form of African American street culture that is                           
subsequently developed as a global form of contemporary youth culture. This youth culture                         
has been associated with youth crime and violence and can be traced back to the Bronx                               
district of New York during the early 1970s (Bennett, 2001). The Bronx borough of New                             
York City was not always a symbol of economic and social deprivation. During the 1910s the                               
Bronx was a desired place of residence for people who worked in the other districts of New                                 
York. These inhabitants were mostly mobile­working, middle­class families who wanted to                     
realize the ‘American Dream’ and who believed that their children would benefit from their                           
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hard work and would eventually rise to wealth. After World War Two, the white citizens of                               
the Bronx fled away from the Bronx district, due to arrival of Black, Latino, and Caribbean                               
families. Since then, the Bronx was called ‘the worst neighbourhood in America’ (Price,                         
2006). In this neighbourhood civil unrest, vandalism, looting, destruction, and theft were very                         
common. These circumstances ended in a fertile territory for crime, drugs, and gangs. Gangs                           
serve to accomplish the needs of mostly male youth who have social and emotional needs                             
that are not satisfied. Occasionally women also participate in gangs, but generally gangs have                           
been male dominated. A gang provides an ethnic­ or class­oriented ‘family’ to youngsters                         
who maintain that their real family structures are unpromising or insufficient. A gang is                           
characterised by hierarchies, loyalty, and respect. In the 1970s, gangs developed to extremely                         
violent organisations, and gang warfare in the Bronx was extremely high. When Black                         
Benjie, a member of the Ghetto Brothers, was killed, hundreds of gang members met to                             
discuss the possibilities for handling their aggression and for having peace in the streets in                             
their city. Many prominent gang leaders were present, including the fourteen­year­old                     
African American Afrika Bambaataa (Price, 2006). Afrika Bambaataa formed ‘the Zulu                     
Nation’ in an attempt to channel the anger of the Bronx youth away from violence and crime                                 
into music, dance and graffiti (Bennett, 2001). From that moment, the youth battled without                           
violence. Now they gather for victory by breaking their music, their dancing and their graffiti                             
(Berns & Schlobinski, 2002).  
First, they break the music by using ‘bricolage’. This is a French term for cutting and                               
mixing in musical terms. This is the task of the DJ, the disc jockey (Bennett, 2001). The DJ                                   
presents pre­recorded sounds to an audience. Some break sections of popular songs were                         
mixed together in sequence without playing the beginning or ending of each corresponding                         
song, fading one song directly into the next (Price, 2006). In other words, the DJ recombines                               
fragments of music and lyrics from a range of genres into new pieces of music (Bennett,                               
2001). This was called ‘mixing breaks’ or ‘creating breakbeats’ (Price, 2006). Generally, the                         
DJ performs together with a MC, the Master of Ceremony. This is the rapper, who has to                                 
master the ceremony and entertain the crowd (Berns & Schlobinski, 2002). It was important                           
that he or she encouraged the b­boys and b­girls to do their thing to the breakbeats. In the                                   
following part, we will explain the role of the b­boys and b­girls. The MC also helps the DJ                                   
covering the silence as he mixed from one track to another. The MC can use his skills of                                   
taunting, teasing, testifying and pleasing to battle with other MCs (Price, 2006). When they                           
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battle they use ‘dissing’, they offend each other in their lyrics (Berns & Schlobinski, 2002).                             
Over time, the MCs became partners with the DJs, not only helpers for them (Price, 2006). 
Secondly, they virtually break their bodies in breakdancing. This kind of dancing is                         
guided by breakbeats, and the dancers battle with increasingly broken up movements (Berns                         
& Schlobinski, 2002). These dancers were called the b­boys and b­girls, or break boys and                             
break girls who danced on the creations of the DJ’s. This local dancers inspired the DJs to                                 
expand their arsenal of sound in order to motivate new kinaesthetic creations (Price, 2006). 
Finally, they break the letters in their graffiti. A graffito is the special kind of graffiti                               
used in the hip hop culture. Elements of the music, the fashion and the breakdancing are used                                 
when they produce this art on walls, trains, buildings… They battle by using ‘crossing’ or                             
‘burning’. Crossing stands for painting over when the artist create a better graffito, which he                             
paints over the other one. Burning is a more sporting way, because the artist tries to create a                                   
better picture near the other graffito (Berns & Schlobinski, 2002). They also battle by using                             
‘tags’ and ‘bombs’. ‘Tagging’ means that a gang claims a territory to be his, by placing tags                                 
of gang names on walls and other places to promote their own gang and to make sure that this                                     
territory is off­limits for those who do not belong there. On the other hand, ‘bombing’ stands                               
for masterpieces which is made in a variety of colours and which has an underlying context                               
of political or social criticism. All these elements form a part of the general system called                               
‘graffiti’. This is a system of communication and expression illustrated with writings,                       
drawings, and scribbling on surfaces (Price, 2006).  
These kinds of battling stopped the violence between different gangs and offered a                         
non­violent way for solving their problems (Berns & Schlobinski, 2002). This non­violent                       
discourse was enhanced by the absence of a need for musical skills. They could just express                               
their views or frustration without being able to play a musical instrument. Most of the time                               
their frustration concerned issues such as interracial violence, poverty and unemployment,                     
which exist due to the ghettoization of the Bronx district and its labelling as a no­go area. Rap                                   
music and hip hop culture has a cultural significance, because of the fact that African                             
Americans can examine the history of race relationships in the US. Rap music articulates the                             
gap between black urban lived experience and dominant, legitimate ideology regarding equal                       
opportunity and racial inequality more than any other contemporary form of black cultural                         
expression (Bennett, 2001). 
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During the 1980s hip hop became more popular. This led to various innovations and a                             
rise to additional elements of the hip hop culture. The additional elements were added as                             
expansions of the hip hop cultural movement, not as replacements for previous elements.                         
Since then beat boxing or vocal percussion, language, and fashion became accepted as hip                           
hop aesthetic. Beat boxing is the practice of using the human voice to produce rhythmic                             
phrases and other sounds which are an imitation of the electronic drum machines, or beat                             
boxes. Beat boxing became a new skill for the MCs. Secondly, the hip hop culture existed of                                 
a street language. Hip hop was a street­produced and street­evolved culture which means that                           
the language of the streets was used in the music and was thus the lingua franca of hip hop.                                     
Even when hip hop became more commercialised and industry based, the music was still                           
created with the slang of the area. This slang has often been criticised as obscene and foolish.                                 
Finally, a specific style of clothing and appearance was related with hip hop. The fashion                             
provided a collective identity, but there was still place for self­expression and individual                         
nuances. The hip hoppers wore sagging pants, white oversized T­shirts, hooded coats or                         
Timberland boots (Price, 2006). Summarizing, it may be stated that hip hop stands not only                             
for the music but the whole lifestyle including the ideology, breakdancing, graffiti, the                         
specific fashion, language and so on (Berns & Schlobinski, 2002). While each of the                           
elements in hip hop assumed significance as a form of expression for young people living in                               
the Bronx, rap became particularly important as a community­wide lens of addressing and                         
negotiating the extreme socio­economic circumstances which characterised everyday life in                   
the Bronx. Due to hip hop, the youth in the Bronx could grab the opportunity to speak for                                   
themselves and to represent their own interests at all costs (Bennett, 2001). In other words,                             
hip hop culture revealed a new reality for ostracized, disenfranchised, oppressed, and                       
marginalized young people, who were stigmatised as political, economic and social misfits                       
(Price, 2006). 
 
 
2.3. Musical origins 
 
To get a better understanding of hip hop culture and rap music, it is important to point to its                                     
musical and other aesthetic antecedents. To understand rap music you must understand the                         
broader hip hop culture, the history, and the struggles of the black youth. Besides,                           
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contemporary black popular music and culture are related to classical black popular music                         
and culture (Rabaka, 2012). Rabaka (2012) states that rap music and other forms of hip hop                               
culture like reggaeton, rock rap, metal rap, trip hop and so on were built on previous                               
generations’ black popular music and culture. The roots of this music can be found in classic                               
blues, ragtime, jazz, gospel, rock, and reggae (Rabaka, 2012 & Robinson, 1999). Or in other                             
words, the aforementioned genres harbour ​“a lot of booming beats ​seemingly schizophrenic                       
rhetoric, ‘mean­mugging’, ‘bitch­beating’, ‘pimp­slapping’, ‘ho­smacking’, and           
‘homosexual­hating’” ​(Rabaka, 2012: p2) that can be found in rap and hip hop (Rabaka,                           
2012). In the paragraph above, we already discussed the social history of hip hop culture and                               
rap music, and the struggles of the Bronx youth. In this paragraph we try to explain the                                 
musical origins. After all, rap music reflects more than the sentiments of black ghetto youth                             
and white suburban youth (Rabaka, 2012). 
It all started with classical African music, this music gave the producers the                         
opportunity to express personal feelings. In this way they were able to translate individual                           
experiences into collective music and communal terms. The lyrics of this songs were quite                           
simple, but the singers loaded them with intense emotions, indigenous figures of speech,                         
metaphors, folk philosophy, and religion. Classical African music inspired early African                     
American music, this music added proverbs, double entendres, and allegories that grew out of                           
the struggles of African American people during the enslavement, Reconstruction,                   
post­Reconstruction, and colonisation (Rabaka, 2012). African American music was one of                     
the very few things that were allowed under the slavery in America. Under the oppression of                               
the African people, the Americans annihilated almost everything that belonged to the African                         
culture, such as language, religious practices, and personal names. Music though was                       
something that they were allowed to keep for some occasions when for instances celebrating                           
Christian festivals and performing for their white owners. Some of the remnants of the                           
African rhythms was preserved, and hereby some of their African identity was kept under the                             
slavery. This identity can therefore be traced back the oppression times of slavery and the                             
black pop culture, including music, has therefore come to signify the black community where                           
they had to protect the black culture (Wall, 2003). This early African American music was                             
the basis of blues at the end of the nineteenth century. The blues developed into a dynamic                                 
musical and cultural aesthetic form with an important improvisational element that changed                       
contingent on the artist, the venue, the audience, and the occasion (Rabaka, 2012). Rabaka                           
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(2012) aims that blues was the first form of ‘black popular music’, and ‘black popular                             
culture’. The contemporary expressive music culture, hip hop and rap, is rooted in blues                           
music, aesthetic, and culture. Blues and rap music are alike, in a way that blues music and                                 
blues culture represented the black people at the turn of the twentieth century and rap music                               
and hip hop culture represented the African Americans at the turn of the twenty­first century.                             
The major difference between blues culture and hip hop culture can be found in the                             
breakthroughs in women’s rights, homosexual rights, civil rights, technology and                   
telecommunications that took place in the twentieth century. This breakthroughs started to                       
dominate the hip hop discourse. Blues was the basis of rap and hip hop culture, but the                                 
influence was not direct. Blues inspires jazz of the Negro Movement, especially the blues                           
feeling and notes. The improvisation syncopation, the harmonic complexity, the rhythmic                     
swing, and the emphasis on instruments rather than on vocal performances are aspects of jazz                             
that are not inspired by blues or other forms of African American music. Jazz also consists of                                 
different parts and creates a new mosaic­esque music of these kinds of popular music,                           
including work songs, blues, field hollers, ragtime, marches, and European classical music                       
(Rabaka, 2012). Rap music and hip hop culture was also inspired by jazz as music, poetry,                               
politics, culture, and aesthetics according to Rabaka (2012). Rap and hip hop reflect the                           
angst­filled feelings of the African Americans who lived after the Civil Rights Movement,                         
Black Power Movement, Black Arts Movement, and Women’s Liberation Movement. During                     
the Civil Rights Movement rhythm and blues, or also known as R&B, belonged to the                             
popular music of that time. R&B was inspired by jazz, and effects on his turn the soul music                                   
of the Black Power Movement. After soul music, funk, and disco developed as a cause of the                                 
Black Women’s Liberation Movement. These myriad musics leaded eventually to the rap and                         
neo­soul music of the Hip Hop Movement (Rabaka, 2012). Rabaka (2012) states that rap                           
music and hip hop culture represent the bright optimism and gloomy pessimism, the                         
transgressive tragedies, and the transcendent triumphs of the post­Civil Rights, post­Black                     
Power, and post­Women’s Liberation movements.  
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2.4. Contemporary relevance 
 
Currently, hip hop culture represents not only the desires of the poor inner­city youth of the                               
Bronx community, but also global, urban, suburban, and rural communities of all genders,                         
economic classes, ages, races, and religions (Price, 2006). This means that also white youth is                             
more and more involved in the rap and hip hop culture, and they influence the development                               
of rap and hip hop today (Bennett, 2001). Eminem is a good example for this statement. He is                                   
a young white rapper who is successful in the hip hop culture (Westhoff, 2015a), he is even                                 
the first critically accepted white MC. His rise to prominence was so quick that the hip hop                                 
media had him on the front page of numerous trade magazines even before he released his                               
debut album (Price, 2006). In 2015, he won a Grammy award for best rap collaboration.                             
Eminem’s success can be found in the fact that Eminem interiorise the hip hop discourse, he                               
loves the culture and the genre and tries to appropriate that whole culture (Westhoff, 2015a).                             
Another black hip hop artist Nicki Minaj gives the following advice to white hip hop artists:                               
“If you want to enjoy our culture and our lifestyle, bond with us, dance with us, have fun with                                     
us, twerk with us, rap with us, then you should also want to know what affects us, what is                                     
bothering us, what we feel is unfair to us.” ​(Mokoena, 2015). Westhoff (2015a) states in his                               
article that Eminem is internalising the hip hop culture, and produces due to this                           
internalisation new things. However, Eminem has been accused of writing misogynistic,                     
sexist and homophobic lyrics (Price, 2006). But, according to the black rapper Kanye West,                           
Eminem should not be accused of that, because “​rap is generally misogynistic” (Mokoena,                         
2015). Kanye West is the most critically beloved black hip hop artist of the twenty­first                             
century. Every interview, performance, or new album is a whole event for the media and his                               
fans (Westhoff, 2015b). 
 
 
2.5. Future 
 
The future of hip hop is as bright as it is dark, and it is almost impossible to predict the future                                         
of an artistic expression. We can state that the brisk flows of creative inventiveness may                             
probably never stop and that hip hop culture will remain a dominant force within mainstream                             
popular culture for quite some time. But eventually, it will lose its captive audience to a                               
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smaller audience. There will rise a new genre and probably a new cultural movement, when a                               
new generation of youth finds their own unique manner and method of expression. Although                           
it may be grounded in the accessible sounds, art, language, and dancing of the hip hop                               
movement, it will be different. It may sound different, the art may look different, the MCs                               
may rhyme differently, and the dancing may seem different, but these foundations will                         
continue to push forward as a cultural movement grounded in social, political, and economic                           
liberation for ostracized, disenfranchised, oppressed, and marginalized young people who has                     
been refused access to full citizenship (Price, 2006). 
However, hip hop’s dominant claim on the music industry will be felt forever. The                           
rise of hip hop developed various parts of the music industry, including its relationship with                             
the artists and with other forms of media and entertainment. Moreover, big and small                           
businesses have been inspired with hip hop through the appropriation of rap music, hip hop                             
culture and the presence of hip hop­oriented aesthetics in numerous commercials and                       
advertisements (Price, 2006). 
 
 
3. Cultural appropriation 
  
In approaching the analysis of the music videos, it becomes significant to address some of the                               
typical notions of the term cultural appropriation. It is a term that is commonly used in                               
cultural studies but often it is based on an undefined notion of the concept, ​“the concept is                                 
frequently used without significant discussion or explicit theorizing​.”(Rogers, 2006: p474).                   
Therefore we would like to briefly review some of the theoretical approaches to the term.  
The word appropriation comes from the latin word ‘appropriare’ ​and means ‘​to make                         
one's own'. Adding the cultural aspect to the term it evolves into a meaning of taking on                                 
aspects of another culture as one’s own. The term is frequently being used with negative                             
connotations to an act of wrongdoing. Popularly cultural appropriation is being used to                         
criticize the act when a culture adopts, borrows, or steals from another culture. However,                           
there is typically also a notion of hierarchy or unequal power relations between cultures.                           
Cultural appropriation is commonly used to describe the process where a dominant culture                         
adapts something from a minority culture. One common definition is as follows: “​Cultural                         
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appropriation is the act of a dominant culture adopting aspects of another culture (in most                             
cases minorities) and using those aspects in a negative way” ­ ​(Mann, 2015). 
Because the music videos both, in some way, deal with the concept of ‘race’ it is                               
important to investigate cultural appropriation within that framework. To do so, Paul Gilroy’s                         
view on the crisis of race and raciology will be described and put in relation to cultural                                 
appropriation. In the chapter ”The crisis in race and raciology” in ‘Between Camps’, Gilroy                           
argues for the need of thinking beyond or without the idea of race. He describes how multiple                                 
processes of globalization and the interests of the global market are threatening the basis of                             
raciology (Gilroy, 2000). Black as an identity marker is according to Gilroy becoming                         
increasingly insignificant compared to other particularities like religion, sexuality, generation,                   
and so on, race is not an essentialist concept, and as he describes it as a kind of aftershock of                                       
colonialism and other historical circumstances, which people are stubbornly clinging on to                       
(Gilroy, 2000). But he also acknowledges the trouble of creating an alternative to the idea of                               
race. In the final part of the chapter he asks: ”​what ​after all, are antiracists in favor of?”                                   
(Gilroy, 2000: p53). 
He points out several challenges to giving up the idea of raciology. The dominant race                             
does not want to give up the opportunities they have from being dominant. But also the                               
suppressed race can have trouble letting go of the idea. They often tend to have an emotional                                 
bond to the raciology, because in that framework they have built a foundation of solidarity,                             
joy, and strength (Gilroy, 2000). In other words, minorities have fought their way to a                             
collective identity of strength and pride by enduring dominance. Also the marginalized                       
cultures has often not been recognized even though they have had a significant historical                           
impact. An example of this is, how the racial slavery, which turned into a long struggle for                                 
emancipation, has not been sufficiently recognized for its impact on modern values (Gilroy,                         
2000). Gilroy (2000) argues that these challenges of giving up on the concept of race,                             
combined with the crisis in raciology due to globalization, is making the racial claims on the                               
world more desperate. Thereby he emphasizes the relevance of critically studying raciology.   
The book revolves around the idea that the crisis in raciology sparks the opportunity                           
to break free from the restraints of raciology. It is not only a possibility for the suppressed                                 
groups but also for the dominant, since they also in some way have been deprived of their                                 
individuality (Gilroy, 2000). “​Black and white are bonded together by the mechanisms of                         
‘race’ that estrange them from each other and amputate their common humanities.” (Gilroy,                         
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2000: p15). This quote shows the common goal in establishing what he calls non­racial                           
humanism. 
This is where cultural appropriation implicitly appears in his book. But it is a far more                               
dynamic approach to dealing with cultural appropriation. Instead of revolving around the                       
wronging of one culture by another, cultural appropriation can in this sense be considered as                             
the process of constructing categories of ‘race’, which to some degree deprives all                         
participating individuals their humanism or individuality. It is then not a concept that deals                           
with specific wrongdoings by one of the participating parts, but rather a concept that deals                             
with the limitations of working within a racial framework. The following quote deals with                           
this form of cultural appropriation. 
“Because in endowing them with the alchemical magic of slavery mastery, it has                         
distorted and delimited their experience and consciousness in other ways. They may                       
not have been animalized, reified, or exterminated, but they too have suffered                       
something by being deprived of their individuality, their humanity, and thus alienated                       
from species life.​” (Gilroy, 2000: p15). 
But blackness today can not so neatly be divided into oppressed and oppressor, which makes                             
that approach to cultural appropriation difficult. Black bodies are increasingly entering into                       
the global market of advertising, modeling, arts, and so on. Thereby blackness is entering the                             
scene of celebrities and icons (Gilroy, 2000). The fact that the black appearance is being                             
increasingly considered beautiful alongside the white appearance, underlines that the old                     
racial hierarchies are losing their power within the beauty ideals of the physical body. That                             
the racial categories are being dissolved is described as follows: “​The meaning and status of                             
racial categories are becoming even more uncertain now that substantial linguistic and                       
cultural differences are being flattened out.” (​Gilroy, 2000: p23­24). 
Gilroy (2000) later deals more specifically with the typical notion of cultural                         
appropriation. He describes, what happens when the mainstream gain access to what he calls                           
the “​marginal, underexploited territory​” (Gilroy, 2000: p24). What happens is that culture                       
becomes a form of property; a form of property that has its own history and traditions. This                                 
creates conflicts, because anyone who wants to, can take that property. He gives an example                             
of Bob Marley being played by the conservative party at a fringe meeting in the European                               
Movement in 1996. But Gilroy (2000) questions the assumption that culture is something that                           
can be owned instead of being lived. The fact that ownership is even being discussed is more                                 
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likely just to be desperate reactions to the changing terrain in raciology. This is because                             
people cling on to belonging or ownership to a cultural category when they find themselves                             
in uncertain cultural groups. And an easy way of doing so, is to use the appearance of the                                   
body as a signifier of a cultural group. But Gilroy (2000) describes this as nothing more than                                 
a compelling shortcut that does not match with the changes of the daily life of different                               
cultural groups. Gilroy’s description of the feelings of ownership and belonging can be seen                           
as a form of critique of the typical definition of cultural appropriation; challenging the                           
assumption of ownership of culture, history, and traditions. Gilroy (2000) ends up                       
acknowledging that what it takes to be recognized as belonging is very uncertain and                           
complex. Without the feeling of belonging there could be no cultural appropriation. Therefore                         
Gilroy’s (2000) approach and critique of cultural appropriation should be considered one that,                         
rather than defines it, demands research in the field. 
One scholar who has researched this field is Richard A. Rogers (2006). In his research                             
he has found that there commonly is a problematic way that discussions of cultural                           
appropriation both criticize essentialism, but also seek to criticize the exploitation of                       
colonized cultures through essentialist terms of belonging, ownership, authenticity, property,                   
and so on (Rogers, 2006). Rogers (2006) acknowledges that it is hard to re­conceptualise                           
cultural appropriation without considering culture as static or using essentialist terms. In                       
researching the field he divides the use of cultural appropriation into four different categories:  
“1. Cultural exchange: the reciprocal exchange of symbols, artifacts, rituals, genres,                     
and/or technologies between cultures with roughly equal levels of power.  
2. Cultural dominance: the use of elements of a dominant culture by members of a                             
subordinated culture in a context in which the dominant culture has been imposed                         
onto the subordinated culture, including appropriations that enact resistance.  
3. Cultural exploitation: the appropriation of elements of a subordinated culture by a                         
dominant culture without substantive reciprocity, permission, and/or compensation.  
4. Transculturation: cultural elements created from and/or by multiple cultures, such                     
that identification of a single originating culture is problematic, for example, multiple                       
cultural appropriations structured in the dynamics of globalization and transnational                   
capitalism creating hybrid forms.” ​(Rogers, 2006: p477). 
These understandings of cultural appropriation deliver an analytical tool for discussing the                       
music videos, and are therefore very useful. Furthermore, they outline the landscape in which                           
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the term cultural appropriation roams. Rogers (2006) gives a description of the usage of the                             
four definitions. He points out that the first three of the definitions often limits themselves to                               
an essentialist concept of culture. Cultural exploitation is the approach which primarily fits                         
what we previously described as the typical use of cultural appropriation. He also argues that                             
cultural appropriation should not be considered as something that simply happens between                       
cultures, but something that in the process also constitute and influence cultures themselves.                         
Therefore we will primarily look into the transculturation approach to cultural appropriation.                       
The transculturation approach gives us, in the perspective of our problem formulation, the                         
possibility to study the nuances and complexity of cultural appropriation (Rogers, 2006).  
Rogers (2006) does himself, in describing and discussing the transcultural approach,                     
consider the case of hip hop culture. Hip hop is described as a typical case of transculturation                                 
where one single originating point of a specific culture or element is hard or impossible to                               
pinpoint. It is rather a case where several cultures are intersecting and thereby creating some                             
kind of cultural hybridity. This cultural hybridity entails cultural forms which interact with                         
other cultural forms to create new cultural settings or change the previous settings. It is a                               
process that is provoked by the circumstances of globalization and the increasing                       
transnational market (Rogers, 2006). Circumstances which to a high degree has an influence                         
on the hip hop scene and its development. Rogers (2006) describes the hybridity and                           
complexity of hip hop culture as follows.     
“Musical forms appropriated by the culture industry from urban African American                     
culture (e.g., hip­hop), forms already structured in multiple cultural traditions and                     
matrices of power, are in turn appropriated and localized by Native American youth                         
living on rural reservations.” ​(Rogers, 2006: p491).  
The transcultural approach to cultural appropriation is not compatible with the other                       
three types. This is because the first three demands culture to be specific or distinct from each                                 
other. It demands that culture is considered as a whole with clear boundaries to other cultures,                               
like the frequently used metaphor of culture as an organism. The transcultural approach does                           
on the other hand consider cultural appropriation as something that happens in a process                           
wherein culture changes, shifts, overlaps, intersects, interacts, and so on (Rogers, 2006).  
As described there are several definitions of cultural appropriation. There are                     
discussions about how to use the term within both the common use and the theoretical use of                                 
the term. In our discussion we will aim to apply both the typical use and the theoretical                                 
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transculturation approach to the music videos. But to understand the term of cultural                         
appropriation in further depth we will now look into how it relates to identity, belonging and                               
authenticity. 
 
 
4. Identity and authenticity in relation to culture 
 
To examine the notion of identity within cultural and musical appropriation, we will also                           
draw on the work from Gilroy’s book (2000) ‘Between Camps’ in which he has incorporated                             
an entire chapter about the term. Before we do that we will first give a brief introduction to                                   
the term ‘authenticity’, since that is a crucial part of how we understand the connections                             
between identity and culture. The term carries a meaning of acting in a true way within a                                 
culture, and therefore it describes whether or not certain individuals can be considered to                           
belong to a certain culture. In the book ‘Authenticity in culture, Self, and Society’, Vannini                             
and Williams (2009) question: 
“How does one distinguish the authentic from the inauthentic, the real from the fake,                           
the genuine from the fraudulent, the true from the false? In order to decide whether                             
such questions can even be answered, we must first ask a more basic question. What                             
is authenticity?“ ​(Vannini & Williams, 2009: p1). 
Authenticity in the issue of cultural appropriation is how we understand something as justly                           
belonging. Authenticity is determined by the ‘belonging’ members of a specific group. In the                           
case of cultural appropriation in rap music the ‘belonging’ members are traditionally the                         
African American artists due to their historical connections to the development of the genre                           
(Rabaka, 2012). ​We understand authenticity as acting accordingly to a certain lifestyle which                         
is produced within a certain culture. Because of that, the term is also relevant when the                               
discussion falls on commercialism. It is an important question to consider whether popular                         
culture is actually authentic or whether it is perhaps not created out of true belief in the ideals                                   
of itself, but instead has a hidden agenda of capital or other things, and if so it is as well                                       
important to ask what that means to popular culture and the subjects who create themselves                             
within its discourse. For now we will not go deeper into that discussion but instead switch our                                 
focus back to our discussion on culture and identity. ​The term culture may be seen as closely                                 
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related to the term identity, because culture plays a big role in the forming of subjective                               
identities, and because identity also plays a factor in re­creating culture. These two terms may                             
therefore be seen as engaging into an interplay in which they are both dependant on each                               
other. Of course there are other factors that play a role in this process but for now our focus                                     
will be the interplay between these two (Gilroy, 2000). In our discussion of identity, our                             
method will be to put forward some of Gilroy’s most essential arguments and then relate                             
these to our theme of musical appropriation. Therefore we will start more generally and then                             
move our discussion into something more concrete. 
To start this discussion we would like to explain exactly how culture and identity                           
work together. About that Gilroy (2000) writes: 
“It [the term identity red.] offers far more than an obvious, common­sense way of                           
talking about individuality, community and solidarity and has provided a means to                       
understand the interplay between subjective experience of the world and the cultural                       
and historical settings in which those fragile, meaningful subjectivities are formed.”                     
(Gilroy, 2000: p98). 
So according to Gilroy (2000), the term identity can be used to explain and understand the                               
relations between the experienced world of the subject and the world that surrounds it.  
To further explain the link between culture and identity, we must also mention the                           
term categories. In society there exist certain ideas about which people fit into what                           
categories, and none of these categories are just a neutral way to put people into smaller                               
groups. They are all filled with ideas about what characterizes people belonging to a certain                             
category. People are seldom aware that they categorize other people, and themselves for that                           
matter, and that fact, we believe, is an important factor in creating a world of ‘us and them’; a                                     
world of divisions which can be seen as divisions between different cultures, because                         
whenever you work with a world of categories, membership is implied and therefore some                           
people belong to certain groups and others do not and that is how a world of ‘us and them’ is                                       
created (Stokoe, 2012). 
Identity then is created within these ideas of groups and an important thing to                           
remember in this is that these groups, or cultures, see their own way of life as THE way of                                     
life and their view on the world as THE view. Greenwood (2010) puts it this way: 
“​No culture sees itself as having one among many possible versions of "reality."                         
Cultural systems create genuine, authentic worlds that are experienced as "real." If                       
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this "reality" comes to be questioned seriously, it is a certainty that the culture is on                               
the way to major transformation or collapse.​” (Greenwood, 2010) 
When a human is raised within a certain group of people the characteristics of that                             
particular group as well as its way of seeing the world, will to that subject then seem to be the                                       
unchallenged truth about the world and therefore the subject, who tries to live up to the norms                                 
of the culture in which it lives, creates an identity within the discourse of that group. This                                 
identity then includes a view on the world from the lived experience of that particular group                               
of people, and that becomes an intrinsic part of the identity. Of course the subject taught                               
within this particular context will as well regularly be exposed to the things that are part of                                 
what this group defines as its culture, which in fact includes everything that occurs in the                               
lived experience of that group of people, and therefore music is as well a part of that (Gilroy                                   
2000). 
  In ‘Between Camps’ Gilroy (2000) is very critical towards the way in which culture                           
seems to be forming the identity of the subject. He writes that in modern times, and mainly as                                   
a result of the nation­state, culture seems to try, and succeeds in, making all identities into                               
one. He argues that sameness is something that is seen as preferable and therefore the                             
tendency is that every subject, to succeed within its culture, has to try to fit into one particular                                   
identity, which is shaped by all the understandings that swirl around in society. In this line of                                 
thought, Gilroy (2000) brings in Jean­Jacques Rousseau. Gilroy (2000) writes: 
“​Reflecting on the achievements of heroic individual leaders as builders of political                       
cultures that could “attach citizens to the fatherland and to one another,” he                         
[Rousseau red.] noted that the provision of a unifying common identity was a                         
significant part of  this political process​.”​ (Gilroy, 2000: p99). 
Gilroy (2000) further writes: 
“​We need to consider, for example, how the emotional and affective bonds that form                           
the specific basis of raciological and ethnic sameness are composed, and how they                         
become patterned social activities with elaborate cultural features. How are they able                       
to induce conspicuous acts of altruism, violence and courage? How do they motivate                         
people toward social interconnection in which individuality is renounced or dissolved                     
into the larger whole represented by a nation, a people, a race or an ethnic group?”                               
(Gilroy, 2000: p101) 
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So Gilroy (2000) argues that it seems to be preferable to the larger group that every subject                                 
within the group shares a somewhat mutual identity. In the latter of the two quotes he argues                                 
that it is important to consider how meaning is constructed within particular groups, and how                             
culture gives meaning to certain acts and moreover how identity is created upon that, because                             
every subject will try to act in a way that is seen as preferable within its culture, act in a way                                         
that constitutes itself as a ‘good’ or ‘well fit’ subject. Therefore, when every subject tries to                               
copy what is seen as preferable within its culture, every identity seems to be moving closer to                                 
each other (Gilroy, 2000). We will argue, that in post modernistic times, globalisation as well                             
plays a big part in turning all identities into one; as the world ‘becomes smaller’ all cultures                                 
will move closer to each other and share more and more features and therefore the tendency                               
will be that identities will be created within more and more shared cultural features. 
The obvious thing to take into consideration at this point is how technology mediates                           
identities of the people who live with it. This subject has been debated a lot and Gilroy (2000)                                   
writes that individual identity is mediated by ​“communicative technologies like film, lighting                       
and amplified sound.” (Gilroy, 2000: p102). Of course there are many things that mediate                           
individual identity, in fact everything the subject ever perceives plays a part, but since we                             
research musical appropriation we will mainly take into consideration which role music, and                         
all its aspects, play in creating the individual identity. 
In ‘Between Camps’, Gilroy (2000) does not write a lot specifically about the topic of                             
music and how it relates to the formation of identity. He does, however, write about how                               
cultural features in general relate to it, and he also writes about how these cultural features                               
are being commercialised and therefore how a marked, which promotes certain features is                         
being created, thus how the commercialised marked plays a big role in recreating identity.                           
Our method in the following, therefore will be to use Gilroy’s thoughts on these concerns and                               
from there relate them to the role music plays herein. 
On this topic Gilroy (2000) writes: 
“​Branded commodities acquire an additional burden when they are imagined to                     
represent the private inner truths of individual existence or to fix the boundary of                           
communal sensibilities that have faded from other areas of public or civic                       
interaction​.” (Gilroy, 2000: p107). 
Gilroy (2000) here argues that branded commodities can have the purpose of carrying                         
something essential about the individual’s identity. This gives an interesting view on how the                           
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exterior world that the subject is being exposed to influences the understandings that shape                           
the individual identity, and therefore it gives us a way of understanding how and why these                               
identities may no longer be as individual. The issue here is that certain societies and contexts                               
seem to incorporate certain understandings about what is preferable and in a world where                           
commercialism is immense, the subject will constantly be exposed to these ideals. That also                           
means that music scenes are created within these understandings. The music scene may be                           
seen in this context, in the same way as the individual; it also engages into an interplay with                                   
the general ideals of the context in which it is produced. It is created on the basis of certain                                     
ideals and at the same time it recreates and reinterprets them. On the basis of that, we will                                   
argue that context, music, and individual are three parts of a process in which all factors are                                 
dependant on each other and in which they all interpret each other and in this interplay                               
constantly reproduce understandings of themselves and each other (Gilroy, 2000). 
We will argue that this process though, is a whole lot bigger than these three factors.                               
In fact it includes inconceivable amounts of factors and here we may add that the individual                               
is not only exposed to a single context of understanding. Instead contexts exist both next to as                                 
well as within each other. For example a subject’s family exists within the larger context of                               
the society in which it operates and the subject’s workplace might be said to exist next to the                                   
context of its family, but also within the larger context of its society. Music then, is another                                 
context that exists within society and across other contexts that the individual is subjected to. 
Let us now return to the discussion of music as a tool for commercialism. As we                               
quoted above, Gilroy (2000) writes that branded commodities seem to acquire the purpose of                           
carrying something essential about the individual, and thus its identity and in modern life,                           
music may as well be seen as a branded commodity. Therefore it seems that music can be a                                   
way for the individual to position itself in a certain way. It can be a way for the individual to                                       
signal membership to a certain group that the individual sees as preferable. Music can be said                               
to be part of pop culture and therefore it must also be seen as a statement of fashion. Whether                                     
the subject chooses to position itself within that part of popular culture or not it carries a                                 
message about that subject. This message then is received and interpreted, not just by the                             
people surrounding the subject, but also by the subject itself; the subject also interprets its                             
own positioning in the world and based on that develops parts of its identity. Furthermore,                             
identities may even be developed as a counter reaction to popular culture. About that Gilroy                             
(2000) writes: 
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“Taking pride or finding sanctuary in an exclusive identity affords a means to acquire                           
certainty about who one is and where one fits, about the claims of community and the                               
limits of social obligation.”​ (Gilroy, 2000: p107). 
It seems that it is important to be able to fit into certain categories, but it might as well be a                                         
good thing to keep some personal traits that serve the purpose of distinguishing the subject                             
and sets it apart from the rest (Gilroy, 2000). 
We will now move our focus a bit and look into how technology of the modern day                                 
plays a role in musical appropriation and the shaping of identity. The interesting thing in this                               
aspect is the way in which online portals as well as globalisation in general seem to make the                                   
role of place a less important factor, and thus it seems to be able to bring cultures closer to                                     
each other, and thereby make the lines between them less apparent and this of course has                               
implications for the subjects shaping of identity (Gilroy, 2000). Gilroy (2000) hereby states: 
“They [modern technologies red.] mean that individual identity is even less                     
constrained by the immediate forms of physical presence established by the body. The                         
boundaries of the self need no longer terminate at the threshold of the skin. [...] The                               
distance that an individual identity can travel towards others and, via technological                       
instruments, become present to them has increased and the quality of that interaction                         
has been transformed by a culture of simulation that has grown up around it.”                           
(Gilroy, 2000: p108). 
Gilroy here argues that a consequence of the globalisation and online social media is that                             
cultural concepts can be transferred around the world, and thereby social tendencies have the                           
ability to be distributed to a much larger amount of people than before these were present.                               
Thereby cultures can grow a lot larger than they could in earlier times, which also means that                                 
social tendencies will engage in interaction with a much larger number of cultures. We can                             
therefore see a world in which many new interpretations are created and a world in which                               
many cultures face each other. For the individual that means that the world has become a lot                                 
more plural and thereby the creation of identity as well has become more complex; there are                               
many more aspects that the individual has to face up to and even though Gilroy (2000) argues                                 
that individual identity seems to be more or less non­existing in modern days, we will argue                               
that although that may be a tendency of modern society, another tendency is an increasing                             
amount of social tendencies that the subject must face and thereby also an increasing number                             
of possible selves. The subject may nowadays be more dependant on group identity, but at                             
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the same time it has an enormous amount of groups to choose from that are all co­dependant                                 
on each other.  
Music is one of the factors that the subject can define itself through, and music is as                                 
well co­dependant on other factors since everything in today’s world is connected. Therefore,                         
we will argue that music cannot stand alone. Music is related to a lot of other social                                 
tendencies for instance politics. Music, as everything else, carries a message which gets                         
interpreted by its receiver and depending on who the receiver is and which other categories                             
and groups the receiver has created its identity in, that message will be interpreted differently.                             
Thereby the subject will interpret music in accordance with its general world view, which is                             
created through all other contexts that it has been raised through and in, and from there the                                 
subject will determine whether or not it wants to be a part of that particular context that is a                                     
music scene, and thereby whether it wants to recreate its identity through and in that                             
particular context. 
 
 
5. Analysis 
 
We decided to analyse the music videos and the related lyrics separately, because often the                             
lyrics and the music video itself can provide the audience with a different meaning. We also                               
choose to analyse the songs of Eminem and Kanye West distinctly, because they are both an                               
example of a different kind of cultural appropriation between black and white. In the next                             
part we will discuss that the white Eminem appropriate aspects of the African American                           
music culture, and the African American Kanye West appropriate elements of the white                         
Western high­culture. It is remarkable that ‘No Church in the Wild’ from Kanye West, is                             
actually a collaboration with three other African American artists; Jay­Z, Frank Ocean, and                         
The­Dream. For a better understanding of cultural appropriation between black and white in                         
these two music videos, it is important to make a short draft about the lives of Eminem and                                   
Kanye West. ​Marshall Bruce Mathers III, or Eminem was born in 1972 in Missouri, the                             
United States of America. He had a difficult youth, because his father left the family and his                                 
mother did not had a steady job. Therefore, Eminem’s family moved frequently between                         
Missouri and Detroit, and he had to change school very often. Eminem failed most of his                               
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examens, except for English. That is why he started to express his passion for English in rap                                 
music. Unfortunately for Eminem, rap music was black oriented, but he worked hard to enter                             
the Detroit rap scene, and after a while he became one of the most respected figures in                                 
Detroit’s underground rap scene (Biographycom editors, 2015a)​. Kanye West’s life shows                       
some resemblances with Eminem’s life, except for the striking different social context they                         
both lived in. Kanye Omari West was born in 1977 in Georgia, the United States of America.                                 
After his parent’s divorce, he was also raised by his mother alone. But Kanye West’s mother                               
had a steady job as an English professor, and Kanye West spent the summers with his father,                                 
an award­winning photographer and church counselor. Kanye West got the chance to study                         
art at the university, and pursued his music career in New York. In New York, he produced                                 
songs for rap stars, like Jay­Z, but after awhile he started a music career on his own                                 
(Biographycom editors, 2015b). We could state that Kanye West’s way to the top, ran more                             
smoothly than Eminem’s one.  
As we mentioned in the introduction, we are white Western students, who are                         
probably not able to see through all the aspects of cultural appropriation between black and                             
white. We will always look with a white view, and this can probably distort our findings in                                 
the analysis. However, we tried to analyse the music videos and the lyrics with an open mind.  
 
 
5.1. Music videos 
 
Music videos are an important part of pop music and pop culture. These videos are being                               
produced by a highly organized music industry, distributed by an equally structured system of                           
media networks, and consumed by people who make it a significant part of their lives and                               
their own identity. When musicians produce innovative music they do so by modifying and                           
adapting forms, which they are already familiar with. They draw inspiration from songs,                         
music genres and artists which are interesting for them, thus they are mixing traditions. These                             
different traditions are seen as the roots of pop music together with the kind of influence that                                 
the whole industry has with regard to the music (Wall, 2003).  
In order to take a close look at these different mixed traditions within pop culture we                               
have chosen to analyze two music videos as mentioned in the beginning. The first music                             
video is called ‘Lose Yourself’. It was released in 2002, and performed by the white                             
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American rap artist Eminem. The single ‘Lose Yourself’ is the most successful single in                           
Eminem’s career. The second music video is called ‘No Church in the Wild’. It is performed                               
by the black American rap artist Kanye West, the song and the belonging music video was                               
released in 2011. Both videos are the official music video. To be sure we attached the links in                                   
the bibliography. We have chosen these two music videos, because of the way they portray                             
two different images of interaction between African Americans and whites, and the way                         
cultural appropriation and identity are being portrayed. 
 
 
5.1.1. ‘Lose Yourself’ Video ­ Eminem 
 
Artists who practice their music performances are the frame of the music video ‘Lose                           
Yourself’. The most important actor in this video, is Eminem himself. Eminem is playing as                             
an actor in a movie about his own life, his own struggles, and his own battle as a white man                                       
in a black strained neighbourhood. The music video is constructed as a life story, and the                               
whole video serves this story. The images in the music video are borrowed from Eminem’s                             
movie ‘8 Mile’, a semi­autobiographical movie (Smith, 2008). These images are quite dark,                         
as a sign of Eminem’s struggle to make it on the black stage. The music video tells the story                                     
of Eminem, so the camera focuses most of the time on his face. The viewer is able to                                   
understand his expressions and feelings better due to the zooming in. Eminem is trying to                             
break through the prejudices and make it on the black stage in the stereotypical African                             
American suburbs, which could be a city like Detroit. Eminem is being portrayed as a                             
caravan dweller, who lives with his wife and daughter on a camping site. This could create                               
associations to the term ‘white trash’, which is described as follows by Wray (2013): 
“​For many, the name evokes images of trailer parks, meth labs, beat­up Camaros on                           
cinder blocks, and poor rural folks with too many kids and not enough government                           
cheese. It’s a put­down, the name given to those whites who don’t make it, either                             
because they’re too lazy or too stupid.”​ (Wray, 2013).  
Furthermore, Eminem is represented as a man who belongs in the working class, and it seems                               
that music is his ticket out of this discriminatory caravan camp­life. Since he lives in an area                                 
with many African American people, he tries to be a part of their culture, community, and                               
even gangs. Eminem knows that he has a talent for songwriting and rapping, but he still needs                                 
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to fight hard to get accepted and valued in that community. After all, he is mingling inside a                                   
field that is typically considered as belonging to the African American people. With ups and                             
downs he ends up breaking through the wall of prejudices, and the African American                           
audience starts to appreciate his music and his rap­talent.  
Eminem tries hard to involve himself in the African American rap music culture. His                           
own social context is similar to the social environment he is living in, but he still needs to                                   
adapt himself and organise his world in a way that fits in that broader environment                             
(Brummett, 2015). Therefore, he needs a positive attitude towards blackness and he has to                           
respect the black music culture. Performing like them, trying to be an African American                           
rapper, helps Eminem to make the way to a better life more accessible. According to him, the                                 
African American hip hop culture leads to a better life in this neighbourhood, because on the                               
one hand he will be able to provide money for his family, and on the other hand, he is able to                                         
express himself through music. But, for reaching this better life, he has to fight to get                               
accepted by the African Americans. It is articulated in the music video that the African                             
Americans are not familiar with this kind of attitude from a white man, and that makes this                                 
music video an example of the common use of cultural appropriation. Eminem appropriates                         
certain elements from the hip hop culture in his own life, and he lives according to the hip                                   
hop standards to become like them. The facial expressions and the body language of the                             
African Americans express a surprised non­accepting and even insulting reaction towards the                       
efforts that the white intruder is trying to pull of. It seems that the African Americans do not                                   
support a cultural appropriation of their own culture by an outsider. The African Americans                           
stay somewhat reserved during Eminem’s first performances, but after awhile they have to                         
admit that the white outsider adores their culture, adapted himself to African American                         
rappers, and is in addition a pretty talented rap artist. It took an extra effort for Eminem to                                   
break through the walls compared to a normal African American rapper, but he could do it                               
and got accepted as a white rapper. Becoming accepted as a rapper, leads to a broader                               
acceptance in the African American community. At the end, Eminem is accepted as a friend                             
and a rapper, now he fights together with some African American gang members against rival                             
gangs, and even against the police. During the whole music video Eminem is busy getting                             
accepted at the African American community, what makes him a bad father for his little                             
daughter, and a poor husband for his wife who starts a love affair with another white man. It                                   
seems that his personal life does not benefit from Eminem’s music career.  
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The music video shows that by practice and extreme self­confidence, you will be able                           
to make it at the black stage and reach the acceptance from the African American audience.                               
The music video reveals the reserved and protective attitude of the African Americans                         
towards their own music, and even culture. In the beginning the African Americans do not                             
like the idea of getting a white man inside their community, but towards the end, the white                                 
intruder is constructing his identity as a rapper together with the blacks. The music video also                               
expresses a kind of intertextuality with the hip hop history. Eminem experiences in his search                             
for acceptance as a rapper a lot negativity that has followed the African Americans for                             
centuries. The first link between Eminem’s life story and the history of rap music, is the                               
neighbourhood. As we wrote earlier in this project, rap music arose in the Bronx borough in                               
New York, and the neighbourhood displayed in the music video is also represented as a                             
strained suburb with a majority of African American inhabitants. The second link, is about                           
the aggression. The music video shows a lot aggression between black and white or between                             
the African Americans and the white institutions like the police, between the black gangs, and                             
between Eminem and the white lover of his wife. All this aggression occurs at the streets.                               
These street fights are similar to the gang war in the Bronx district before Afrika Bambaataa                               
suggested to let off steam in music. The people in the music video also use music to work off                                     
their emotions. We can observe that there are no fights as long as the inhabitants are situated                                 
in a musical environment. Finally, there are some links visible with the typical aspects of the                               
hip hop culture. The first links are obvious, Eminem is a rapper and a MC, who wears the                                   
typical hip hop clothes; loose jeans, a hoody, and a cap. Furthermore, the music video reveals                               
a lot of graffiti, for instance in the toilets, in the bus, and on the streets. Dancing is also an                                       
important aspect in the music video. In the clubs the African Americans dance on the music                               
of the rappers, and in the streets when Eminem is practising his gang members are dancing                               
and beatboxing with him (Price, 2006, Bennett, 2001 & Berns & Schlobinski, 2002).  
 
 
5.1.2. ‘No Church in the Wild’ Video ­ Kanye West 
 
‘No Church in the Wild’ portrays the battle between stigmatized groups and groups from a                             
higher culture ­ or more concrete a riot between a group of blacks and whites, and an                                 
unidentified group of police officers dressed up in police uniforms.  
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Music videos are constructed by images and every picture that is being shown makes                           
the viewer think about things other than, or in addition to, themselves. Therefore, everything                           
is a sign of something else, or to put it in another way everything has signification. This way                                   
people refer to meaning of what they see based on experiences or taught knowledge                           
(Brummett, 2015).  
The music video paints a picture of the clash between society and citizens, and how                             
society tries to control humans. The music video is mainly focusing on the riot between these                               
two groups, and their fighting against each other, but it also includes some different symbols                             
in between that can be interpreted in a specific way. The video starts in medias res where it                                   
opens in the midst of the action. The first thing that you as the audience of the video are                                     
introduced to, is a black man, who throws a molotov cocktail at a group of police officers.                                 
Already here a battle between two groups of people escalates. It is a very brutal and bleak                                 
music video, and it is not in any way pleasant to look at, but it is indicating and making clear                                       
how such a fight could have appeared in reality. The video has very dark colors, which is                                 
underlying the video’s depressing topic, but as a contrast to the dark colors there is often                               
showed different white marble statues. The statues, along with the rest of the urban settings,                             
could possibly indicate that the music video has been filmed somewhere in a big city in                               
Europe, because many of these marble statues are located in cities all around Europe and are                               
representing a high art culture. These statues are monuments and is a symbol of a glory of the                                   
country’s history. The statues are being filmed from a low view, which expresses a form of                               
humility, and a form of high status. They are looking down at all the people who are fighting                                   
against each other, and trying in a way to be a higher morality towards them. By including                                 
the white marble statues in the videos it could be a way for Kanye West to provoke the                                   
European high culture. He is representing the American and European culture and shows how                           
the order is being collapsed in the West. By including these marble statues, several times,                             
Kanye West is hereby looking at this fighting from a specific point of view. This specific                               
view is a way of cultural appropriating the white European culture. Kanye West is being                             
aware of the notion of privilege that the white people throughout history have had compared                             
to the black people in society. The ethnic background makes a difference and the blacks need                               
to justify who they are.  
The group of people that are fighting against the police officers is a mix of both                               
blacks and whites. They are perhaps fighting against them, because they are against the rules                             
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and rights that society has determined. They are trying to break with these structures, and                             
therefore representing a lower layer of society. The police officers on the other hand are                             
trying to protect the institutions of society, which looks like a classical European institution                           
with an anonymous face. All of the institutions are closed down, and the windows on the big                                 
buildings are all totally dark, and there are no other people in the streets than the two groups.                                   
The riot group is maybe trying to lock down the white institutions, but is being held back by                                   
some stronger forces. There is an enormous difference on the equipment the two groups                           
carry. The police officers are fighting with tanks, machine guns, shields, helmets, horses, and                           
dogs compared to the riot group where many of them are only wearing t­shirts, and throwing                               
with rocks, sticks, and glass bottles. At the first half of the video it is mostly the riot group                                     
that is being hurt, and when there is so much of a difference in what equipment they are                                   
fighting with it could seem as an unequal battle between the two groups.  
The animals that are being used as fighting objects by the police officers are being                             
portrayed as aggressive and violent. The camera is focusing a long time on the alsatian, while                               
it is roaring and showing its sharp teeth ­ it is trying to frighten the riot group and the                                     
audience. Furthermore, the horse is used as a tool in war, as it has been used throughout                                 
history in many continents, but in this case when it is the policeman, who is riding on it, and                                     
fighting against the riot group it could be identified with the European knights from the                             
Middle Ages. A magnificent and reverent knight, who is riding through the streets and is                             
defending his kingdom. One of last images in ‘No Church in the Wild’ is an elephant, that is                                   
standing on the its back feet and leaning backwards showing an aggressive body language                           
towards the police officers. This elephant could be interpreted as indexical sign, because the                           
elephant sign makes you think about something else, which in this case is the elephant as an                                 
African symbol. The elephant is being associated with Africa and is therefore being used as a                               
representing factor for the riot group and mainly for the blacks. This symbol is unconsciously                             
creating a connection back to the African history, and the elephant’s body language is                           
illustrating the group’s anger towards the white institutions. The elephant could also be                         
compared to the animals that the police officers are using ­ horses and dogs. They have these                                 
small animals to protect and help them compared to the riot group that has the largest living                                 
land animal, namely the African elephant, to resist with them.  
In the riot group it is mainly black people and ethnical people that is being portrayed,                               
but there is also some white people in between, whereas the audience only gets a short and                                 
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covered view of the police officers’ faces where it is showed that they are white. The blacks                                 
could therefore be appropriated or stamped as a race that makes trouble, and as people who                               
do not want to follow the rules made by society. The identity of the riot group is constructed                                   
through fighting. An aggressive and oppressed way, which could be consistent with the way                           
that the European high culture perceived the American culture. The white police officers are                           
positioning themselves as the ones holding the power and the ones trying to make order in                               
society, whereas the riots are positioning themselves as the ones who are unsatisfied and                           
wants to collapse the order in society. Hereby it is relevant to notice the difference between                               
the way the two groups of people act and move. The riots seem to be moving and acting very                                     
freely. They put a lot of emotion into what they are doing, and it seems as they are letting a                                       
lot of repressed emotion out. The police officers, on the other hand, stand very organized and                               
do not show any emotion at all. This shows how they are just a tool of society. Thus the                                     
police officers are just the prolonged arm of society and therefore they are representing                           
society and the power factors that try to contain the population. The fact that the police                               
officers are all dressed alike in uniforms that cover their whole body and face also contributes                               
to the image of them being impersonal and without a will of their own but merely a tool used                                     
to exercise power.  
This music video reveals few elements of the hip hop history and the hip hop culture.                               
The most remarkable link is the aggression on the streets and the fight against the police. We                                 
can state that this aggression is probably a consequence of an inferior minority, who wants to                               
stand up for their rights, instead of letting themselves be bullied around. Contrary to the                             
music video, hip hop developed an anti­aggression discourse due to Afrika Bambaataa. The                         
street fights ended when people started to channel their aggression in music instead of                           
fighting. A second possible link is about the roles of men and women. As we described                               
above, gangs, an important aspect of hip hop culture, is dominated by men. Women only play                               
a tiny role in the development of hip hop. In this music video women play no role at all, they                                       
are completely forgotten. The aggression and the fights are portrayed as extremely masculine.                         
We will not discuss this finding in the discussion part, because it is probably a question of                                 
cultural appropriation between men and women. Finally, we observed no typical hip hop                         
aspects in the music video. There were no rappers, no breakdancers, no beatboxing, no                           
graffiti, and no typical clothing (Price, 2006, Bennett, 2001 & Berns & Schlobinski, 2002).  
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5.1.3. Video Comparison  
 
Both of the music videos highlight and place great emphasis on violence. It takes place on a                                 
larger level with the riots between a specific part of the population and the police, but it also                                   
occurs on a smaller level in the little community when the men are fighting each other in a                                   
regular fist­fight. An important aspect of the music video ‘Lose Yourself’ is the contrast                           
between the way the white man acts at home with his daughter and loved ones, and the way                                   
he acts in public. This contrast shows that he is in fact a person capable of loving, so the                                     
brutality he shows in public seems to not just be the way he is, but perhaps the way his                                     
surroundings force him to act. This is the result of surviving in society, and therefore it is a                                   
result of the power structures in society. Society creates the conditions that people have to                             
live with, and people are therefore choosing in anger and desperation to fight against these                             
norms that exist in society. These feelings are being expressed through violence in the music                             
videos, and it is for these violent people a fight for survival, and chance to make their voices                                   
heard.   
 
 
5.2. Lyrics 
 
Music is a common part of society, and it is played many places, such as the radio,                                 
restaurants, and on the TV within the commercials. The basic unit of music in our society is                                 
the song. Songs can range from long instrumental ballads and symphonies to short upbeat                           
modern pieces with lyrics, and throughout popular music it is far more than just the song that                                 
is being listened to. It is also including the subculture, the videos, and the things that will be                                   
going in depth with below, the voices and the lyrics (Machin, 2010).  
In the following part, we used quotes from the lyrics of the two chosen songs. You                               
can find the whole lyrics in the appendix.  
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5.2.1. ‘Lose Yourself’ Lyrics ­ Eminem 
 
The lyrics for Eminem’s song ‘Lose Yourself’ describe a rough environment and some sad                           
and hopeless destinies by using words and swearwords that are related to troubled                         
communities. Through these heavy words though, a light is being lit, because the receiver                           
obtains and understands the very simple and positive message that is being formulated                         
throughout the lyrics, which is that you need to seize the day and live in the moment. The                                   
song has a strong and aggressive vocal, and it forces the receiver to focus more on vocal and                                   
hereby the lyrics than on the instrumentation, even though the song is produced with many                             
layers of instruments and sound effects. There is being said a lot of words within a short time.                                   
This in addition with the way the words are emphasized by the beat is characteristic feature of                                 
rap and it may be said that the harsh language fits well together with the aggressive and                                 
hoarse tone. 
There is a central theme in ‘Lose Yourself’ ´, which is about having ​‘…one shot, or                               
one opportunity…’ ​and being able to take it and thereby seize the moment. The lyrics deal                               
with a person (the white man from the music video) only having one opportunity to show his                                 
real potential within music. He needs to show that he is earning his fame and that he is good                                     
at what he is doing. This is being described through the first line of the chorus ​‘You better                                   
lose yourself in the music, the moment​, ​You own it, you better never let it go’ ​, which                                   
describes how his heart and soul are in this kind of music, and that he never wants to let rap                                       
music go.  
The lyrics describe a person’s rough and challenging life meanwhile giving hope to                         
the receiver about how you will get some chances to turn your life around to the better. The                                   
lines ‘​He goes home and barely knows his daughter’​, can be interpreted as how his own life                                 
and family life is falling apart. By trying to turn his own life around he will maybe be able to                                       
give his daughter a better life than he had. They carry more than just that one message                                 
though; we see the fact that he barely knows his own daughter as a way of portraying the                                   
contrast between the person that the protagonist has to be publicly, and the person he is when                                 
he is at home with his family. When he is present in the public sphere he has to live up to                                         
some kind of ideal, and this ideal may be seen as being produced by the culture in which he                                     
lives. The circumstances he lives in create certain ways of life and therefore certain ways of                               
behaviour and because of that, to survive, he has to live up to a certain ideal of ‘roughness’.                                   
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What happens then, is that he has to be a different person in the public sphere and thereby he                                     
becomes alienated from himself and his family. 
The lines ​‘He's nervous, but on the surface he looks calm and ready to drop bombs.                               
But he keeps on forgetting what he wrote down. The whole crowd goes so loud​. ​He opens his                                   
mouth, but the words won't come out’ ​depict how the protagonist feels an immense pressure                             
to perform. We see this pressure as a result of the society in which he lives as well; he lives in                                         
circumstances that are unacceptable to himself and his family and music is his only way out. 
Throughout the lyrics it is clear that the protagonist wants to have a life within the rap                                 
music industry, it is perhaps the only way out of the horrible life that he knows. The line ​’I                                     
was playing in the beginning, the mood all changed’ emphasizes that rapping for him has                             
gone from just being a hobby to something serious that can change his own life as well as the                                     
lives of his family’s. 
The lyrics for ‘Lose Yourself’ are filled with many emotions; frustration, anxiety, and                         
determination. What we find to be interesting in relation to our project then, is where these                               
emotions come from. We see them as result of the culture in which the protagonist of the                                 
lyrics (and the video) lives. The problems he has to deal with in his life are more or less all                                       
related to and produced by, as well as within, the culture and society in which he lives. What                                   
characterizes this particular culture is poverty and the lyrics, as well as the video, deal with                               
the implications this poverty causes. Culture (as we explained earlier) works closely together                         
with the forming of identity. People’s lives are shaped within culture. They sort of ‘grow                             
into’ the culture in which they live and that is very much the case that is being described in                                     
this song. What happens is that the people that the lyrics and the video depict, live in                                 
unlivable conditions. This has a variety of different implications to the individuals who are                           
raised within them; firstly, living in unacceptable conditions makes individuals angry,                     
aggressive and frustrated and, as we described earlier, this frustration is very visible                         
throughout the song. Secondly, individuals will always do what is necessary to survive and                           
maintain a certain standard of lives for themselves and their families. This means that when                             
people live in unlivable circumstances, they will do what is necessary to change them, which                             
often involves having to compete with other people for the best possible conditions. This                           
competitiveness between people in combination with the emotions of aggressiveness and                     
frustration then creates a world where people perceive each other as enemies. If somebody                           
else gets something that can better their situation then everybody else will not get that and                               
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that is how people who grow into this particular culture are raised to view the world. What                                 
this results in then, is a very rough behaviour towards other people. It also means that people                                 
have to appear strong when they are present in the public sphere which, as we described                               
earlier, is also why the protagonist is not able to recognise his own daughter because another                               
important implication of this culture is that it alienates individuals from themselves. 
The situation of the protagonist then is as the chorus writes: “​You only get one shot,                               
do not miss your chance to blow ­ This opportunity comes once in a lifetime (yo)”. He has                                   
this one opportunity to get out of this rough culture and that is through music. That is why the                                     
pressure he feels is immense. 
 
 
5.2.2. ‘No Church in the Wild’ Lyrics ­ Kanye West  
 
The Title ‘No Church in the Wild’ could be interpreted as an identification of the church as                                 
representing the white system, the European high culture, and the power that the church                           
contain over its population. By stating no church in the wild, there is being emphasised that                               
the church and the wild does not fit together. The people that are against these power                               
structures wants to get rid of the systems and the control that the church is practising. The riot                                   
group is hereby trying to carry out an anarchistic movement.   
The chorus depicts the layers of power. They start out from the bottom with ​‘human                             
beings in a mob’​. The fact that the human beings are in a mob makes it seem like they are                                       
cattle just waiting to be slaughtered. This could also be interpreted that the human beings are                               
raceless in the fight against dominant white institutional power. One line at a time the lyrics                               
move up the power­scale; from humans in a mob to a king to a god. They end up with sort of                                         
going behind this whole power­scale by saying ​‘What’s a god to a non­believer?’​. By doing                             
that they say that the divisions of power are actually not real, and that you can always choose                                   
not to believe in them. They are only real as long as people believe that they are real. 
In the last three lines of the chorus the lyrics let the receiver know that what is being                                   
depicted is a power struggle going on, as the music video shows as well. The line ​‘No church                                   
in the wild’ ​refers to the brutal nature of a power struggle. The wild being the place in which                                     
this power struggle is being fought. It is of course a metaphor. As the video shows as well,                                   
the struggle happens in the streets of a city, but the laws have lost their validity, and therefore                                   
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the streets have been transformed into ​‘the wild’​. The fact that there are no churches there                               
may symbolize that since no rules apply, there is nothing to be forgiven for. The church                               
played a big role in the structuring of power throughout history, and therefore the church can                               
be seen as something that grants power and decides what is correct behaviour and what is not. 
  Throughout this verse, as the whole song, there is a skepticism of the power layers of                               
society. This verse carries a view on the layers of power as carrying a history that is being                                   
kept hidden to the people. The first four lines depict this in a very obvious way. A                                 
mausoleum and a coliseum are buildings of the state that depict the state as a great triumph,                                 
and the fact that they are covered in tears and blood is a way of showing the repression and                                     
the battles that lie behind state power; people usually do not see the processes that lie behind                                 
these things, but this verse stresses them. Line three and four, of course, show that the values                                 
on which state power is build and preaches are in fact lies. 
The next lines depict the inequality in society; the doctor can afford a nice car while                               
somebody who sits lower down in the ranks of society must hide from the police. In this lies                                   
a question of why society rewards certain types of behavior while it punishes others. The fact                               
is that people act the way they do for reasons and behavior is created as a way of dealing with                                       
the world and society in which subjects live. Therefore, from the lived experience of a subject                               
sitting in the lower ranks of society, life and society seem unfair. This inequality and                             
unfairness is also portrayed in the line ‘Is Pious pious cause God loves pious?​’. What lies in                                 
this line is that if you sit in a favorable position in society, then you of course will be                                     
pro­society and the problem here is that the people who have the power all sit in favorable                                 
positions. 
  This piece takes up the notion of desire. Desire is something that state power works to                               
suppress in order to keep up the ways of a civilized society. Therefore these lyrics carry a                                 
resistance towards state power. Declaring to live by one’s desire is as well declaring to live                               
by what is right for oneself and that is most likely not the same as what is correct due to the                                         
laws of society. When the lyrics read ​‘I stand by you, walk through the fire’​, walking through                                 
the fire then portrays a picture of having to go through a struggle in order to be able to fulfill                                       
one’s desires, since these can be seen as being the enemy of the state.  
This verse keeps up the discourse from the rest of the song. It shows how it is possible                                   
to live by your own rules and how people would live if they were not forced into the ways of                                       
society and taught within its discourse. Especially the lines ‘​We formed a new religion ­ ​No                               
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sins as long as there’s permission’ ­ ‘And deception is the only felony’ ​express this view. To                                 
form a new religion, of course, can be understood as making your own rules and the next                                 
lines express that within these rules there are no sins apart from deception. 
The lines ‘​Two tattoos, one read “No Apologies’’ ­ ‘​The other said “Love is cursed                             
by monogamy” ​also deeply carry a resistance toward societal rules. A tattoo reading ​‘No                           
Apologies’ applies an understanding that is based on the lived experience of the subject; to                             
the subject itself, its actions are always perfectly reasonable. The subject always acts                         
according to the situation of its world. Society though, does not view subjects and their                             
actions in that manner. It does not understand that people’s actions are always logic. 
The next line ‘​The other said “Love is cursed by monogamy” ​expresses resistance                         
towards the normalized way of life within modern society, in that it has been normalized                             
within modern society to live in monogamy, and this may as well be a way to restrain                                 
humans. The following two lines then stress that these things are something that society does                             
not want people thinking, so it does not teach it. It instead teaches human beings what is                                 
correct according to its own definitions. The line ‘​When we die, the money we can’t keep,                               
carries a critique of capitalistic ways; it expresses that money is fleeting, and therefore it is                               
not real, but it is being spend to make up for the pain of having to suppress one’s real desires                                       
as the last line of the verse expresses. 
 
 
6. Discussion 
 
6.1. Definitions of cultural appropriation 
 
We will now discuss how cultural appropriation is present in Eminem’s and Kanye West’s                           
music videos. We have presented several definitions of cultural appropriation and we will                         
now investigate the implications of understanding the term in different ways in relation to the                             
music videos. First, we will try to look at how the typical definition is present in the music                                   
videos and furthermore, we will try to apply the transculturation approach. The common                         
approach and the transculturation approach were previously mentioned, and in the following                       
part they will be discussed in relation to the music videos. As a reminder, we will list the                                   
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definitions again, first the common approach and subsequently the transculturation approach                     
to cultural appropriation.  
The common approach to cultural appropriation: “​Cultural appropriation is the act of                       
a dominant culture adopting aspects of another culture (in most cases minorities) and using                           
those aspects in a negative way” ​(Mann, 2015).  
The transculturation approach to cultural appropriation: ​“Transculturation: cultural               
elements created from and/or by multiple cultures, such that identification of a single                         
originating culture is problematic, for example, multiple cultural appropriations structured                   
in the dynamics of globalization and transnational capitalism creating hybrid forms.”                     
(Rogers, 2006: p477) 
  
 
6.1.1. Eminem and the common definition 
 
Eminem’s struggle for approval in the hip hop environment seems to address the typical                           
notion of cultural appropriation because, as we have seen in the analysis, he is not                             
immediately approved as a rap artist. This disapproval of him as a music artist seems to                               
revolve around his appearance of being white. Eminem as a white person is taking on the                               
African American rap music, and thereby he is appropriating the hip hop culture. The                           
appropriation here consists in that Eminem is adopting another culture without sufficient                       
permission. The disapproval of Eminem as an hip hop artist seem to revolve around his racial                               
reference both to a dominant and a suppressed culture. He represents a dominant culture in                             
the historical sense of the difference between white and african american. But in the                           
neighbourhood settings of the music video, white people are the less dominant group.                         
Therefore his initial disapproval is tightly connected to power structures between cultural                       
groups.   
But through the music video Eminem wins the approval to be a rap artist. This                             
happens because he internalizes the African American culture to a high degree. The fact that                             
he comes from a low class and that his life is filled with struggles seems to make it acceptable                                     
for him to be on the hip hop scene. This can for example be seen in the place where he lives,                                         
his struggles with his family and friends and also by the way he dresses. He is being                                 
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portrayed in a way that makes him less representative of a dominant culture and more                             
representative of blackness. 
Thereby the music video could have a message about cultural appropriation through                       
actively depicting him as taking part of the blackness culture. The message of the music                             
video in relation to cultural appropriation can be divided into two. One is that he is not                                 
appropriating the African American hip hop culture, because he himself is living a life as                             
rough as the African American people in his neighbourhood. The other could be that because                             
he is accepted as an authentic hip hop artist, racial particularity becomes less important to                             
other particularities such as, class, struggles, and clothing style and so on. 
The common definition of cultural appropriation can be considered useful in relation                       
to Eminem’s music video. Using that definition reveals how Eminem is trying not to                           
appropriate hip hop culture in a negative way. It also reveals how he is able not to do so, by                                       
drawing on other particularities. In using this definition of cultural appropriation we gain                         
insight into how Eminem is trying to stage his representation as an authentic hip hop artist,                               
and we are also able to realize how Eminem’s seeking approval in the hip hop scene is a                                   
result of the premise that there is an emotion of ownership of hip hop by included in                                 
blackness in his community.   
 
 
6.1.2. Kanye West and the common definition 
 
Using the common definition of cultural appropriation becomes problematic in applying it to                         
Kanye West’s music video. The following part aims to argue that the common definition is                             
not very useful to describe the appropriation that is present in the music video. We do not                                 
consider this, because appropriation is not present, but because there are many elements from                           
different cultures in the music video. 
The problem in applying the commonly used definition of cultural appropriation is                       
that Kanye West as an African American music artist is not representative of a dominant                             
culture, at least in the typical sense. It seems that he does not adopt aspects of another culture                                   
and use them in negative ways. This is because he is an African American rap artist and in                                   
the video he is taking part of a riot wherein the rioters are primarily African Americans and                                 
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the police officers white. So he is more likely to strengthen the relation between blackness                             
and hip hop. 
In the music video the statues, buildings, surroundings, and so on give rise to                           
associations to a range of different cultures. The mixture of all these associations draws on a                               
lot of historical elements. For example, the statues could refer to the European high art                             
culture, such as the ancient Greek, and the riots could refer to the civil rights movements in                                 
America. Thereby the composition of the very different association in the music video creates                           
something that does not fit the simple boundaries of one culture adopting something from                           
another. 
 
 
6.1.3. Kanye West and the transculturation approach 
 
Instead of applying the commonly used definition it might be more useful to use the                             
transculturation approach to cultural appropriation. After all, this approach contains the                     
possibility of studying the cultural elements that draw on multiple cultures. The following                         
part will investigate how Kanye West’s music video could be considered an example of this. 
The music video creates associations to different cultures, so it becomes a rather                         
complex hybrid of different cultures. In viewing the music video it is possible to have                             
associations to very different cultural elements. One of these could be the discussion about                           
police brutality in America. It has often been discussed by the media how the American                             
police frequently are discriminating by using more violence on African American people than                         
white Americans. Another association could be to the ancient Greek culture. This association                         
comes from the statues. For various reasons, that we will not discuss, the Greek culture has                               
become a symbol of high Western culture. A third could be the rap music that in itself, as                                   
described earlier, has roots in slave culture, and African culture.   
These are just two examples; others have been discussed in the analysis. The                         
examples reveal how many different cultural elements the music video associates to. The                         
examples refer to two very different cultures from different parts of the world. This also                             
supports the view of appropriation as transculturation because the music video is not limited                           
to two separate cultures, but rather a mix of many cultures located in different parts of the                                 
world. The fact that these cultures are being mixed in popular culture can be seen as a process                                   
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of the dynamics of globalization. The mixture of the different cultural elements in the music                             
video then creates new cultural elements that are not possible to trace back to a single                               
originating point. 
So the transculturation approach helps to understand how Kanye West’s music video                       
is a hybrid of many cultures. The appropriation therefore is present in the way that all of these                                   
cultural elements are combined and in the way they interact to create new cultural elements.                             
This is a process that could not have been understood if we were to limit ourselves to the                                   
commonly used approach to cultural appropriation. 
 
 
6.1.4. Eminem and the transculturation approach 
 
Using the transculturation approach becomes more difficult when applied to Eminem’s music                       
video. His music video is more set in the clear boundaries of two different cultures. But even                                 
so he is challenging the categories of blackness and whiteness by becoming accepted in the                             
African American community. By his fame the appearance of the body as white or black                             
becomes less significant in constructing blackness and whiteness. Thereby it becomes more                       
complex to define what it takes to belong to one of those groups. When the music video uses                                   
other particularities as a marker for those groups it challenges what is considered the typical                             
composition of those groups. The video uses class as something that creates membership to a                             
certain group. In doing so there are associations to other cultural groups. What is commonly                             
referred to as white trash could be an example as something that is somehow linked to                               
blackness. This is where the transculturation approach becomes relevant. Because if there are                         
associations to both white trash and blackness as two somewhat similar groups, something                         
new that does not really fit any of those categories is created. Therefore there are cultural                               
elements that interact from different cultural groups. Eminem's music video could then also                         
be an example of how a hybrid form can be created. Furthermore hip hop is, as described                                 
earlier, in itself a composition of different cultural elements. So just by using that form of                               
music many different cultural associations are quickly created.  
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6.2. Music videos 
 
Both music videos are being attached to a certain view on the world, and they have a specific                                   
agenda that they would like to express. Hereby they are building on a certain cultural                             
appropriation, but the forms of cultural appropriation is different in both of the videos, which                             
is resulting in two different expressions. 
 
‘Lose Yourself’ is describing how a person and a group of people is trying to fight in society                                   
and trying to make it through society, whereas ‘No Church in the Wild’ is a music video                                 
where the topic is people fighting back in society, and trying to fight down the institutions                               
that contain every instance of power throughout society.  
Some of the big themes in ‘No Church in the Wild’ portray race and oppressed                             
people, but according to Gilroy there is a crisis in race and the global market that threatens                                 
the basis of raciology. Gilroy states that blackness as an identity marker is being weakened                             
and neglected, because of the new globalized world where other big categories like religion                           
and sexuality are more in focus. Religion is on the other hand also being referred to within                                 
the title, and by the way it is showed that the West is dominated by the power structure that                                     
the church holds. What Gilroy is also pointing out is the fact that it is difficult for the                                   
suppressed people to let go of the idea of the racial differences, which is also one of the                                   
statements that Kanye West is making. He wants to highlight the big power that the white                               
European high culture possesses, which also contains the church. But by appropriating the                         
white institutions one could ask if Kanye West is the right spokesperson, and whether it at all                                 
can benefit to visualize and talk about this complex term. Is it for him only a way of making a                                       
political statement, or what is the real basis for his choice of theme and expression? 
  As mentioned cultural appropriation is a complex term, and appropriation can go in                         
many ways. In ‘No Church in the Wild’ it is the white culture that is being appropriated,                                 
whereas in ‘Lose Yourself’ Eminem is appropriating certain elements of the African                       
American hip hop culture, because he wants to achieve success with what is inside the hip                               
hop culture, namely rap music. The black rap musicians are in the music video being very                               
protective towards their culture, and they do not want to let any outsider inside. This can be                                 
related to the theory of belonging that Gilroy is talking about, where the culture becomes a                               
kind of property, and if anyone from the outside wants to have a part of the property they can                                     
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very easily take it. This escalating problem is the reason for cultural appropriation, and also                             
the reason why the blacks were against the white rapper getting any part of their culture.                               
Music is a big part of their history and something that they cherish, because they had to fight,                                   
protect, and suffer to keep it. Eminem experiences a lot of negativity from the African                             
American rappers, because he is white. This could be a clear sign that race matters, and that                                 
the history throughout time has not been forgotten. When mingling as a white inside a                             
specific loved and appreciated black field, as the rap music is for the African Americans, the                               
importance of being humble and understanding towards the history is very meaningful. This                         
knowledge could be referred back to Gilroy who states that the notion about cultural                           
appropriation demands research within the field.   
 
 
6.3. Lyrics 
 
Discussing a lyrical analysis in conjunction to cultural appropriation both in ‘Lose Yourself’                         
and ‘No Church in the Wild’ depict themes of life­struggles. Hip hop is strongly portrayed as                               
a music genre for expressing life struggles of artists who are disadvantaged by society. This                             
can be dated back from its blues heritage. These two hip hop songs both contain narratives of                                 
struggles, however, the type of struggles depicted in these songs vary based on the artist’s                             
racial identity. This is evident in the lyrics of both songs. ‘Lose Yourself’ is a song about the                                   
struggles of a white man trying to succeed in a dominantly black hip hop culture. In this song,                                   
Eminem could be considered to be culturally appropriating the discriminative nature of                       
African American history owned by the African Americans. He discusses themes such as                         
family disputes, domestic poverty a lack of opportunity and a loss of control in his life. One                                 
of the most controversial areas of cultural appropriation is the notion that a dominant race can                               
very easily adapt something from a minority race. However, in ‘Lose Yourself’ Eminem is                           
depicted as being part of a disadvantaged minority group. Here Eminem is discussing this                           
issues in relation to his own life­experiences. 
People who struggle to belong to or have ownership over a cultural category and find                             
themselves in uncertain cultural groups cling on to notions of cultural ownership as a way to                               
counteract their own mis­belonging or uncertainty. In this way Eminem uses rap music as a                             
way to belong to a cultural race category. He feels that he does not belong, or fit in with the                                       
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white privileged cultural group due to the experiences he has had in life, and because of his                                 
skin colour he cannot justify belonging to an African American hip hop culture. In ‘Lose                             
Yourself’ Eminem constructs the narrative of being ‘white trash’. This is all evident in the                             
lyrics of Eminem; 
  ‘​He goes home and barely knows his daughter’​, 
‘…one shot, or one opportunity…’ 
‘​Mom, I love you, but this trailer's got to go​, ​I cannot grow old in Salem's lot’ 
Given his life experiences Eminem’s ‘white­trash’ lifestyle holds cultural­capital                 
within the African American hip hop community. This means that he is able to belong to a                                 
certain extent within this cultural group. He is accepted by the hip hop community, because                             
he is authentic in his own struggles. Within hip hop this is cultural­capital, because struggles                             
within society is a fundamental theme in rap music. Eminem is authentic in his own stories                               
and experiences, which means cultural appropriation is not necessarily present in this                       
instance. Gilroy argues that ​‘culture is lived not owned’, therefore because Eminem has lived                           
a particularly disadvantaged life he is already part of the hip hop culture. 
 
The struggles Kanye West raps about are struggles on a much broader scale. Throughout his                             
song he touch upon the issues of the discriminatory experiences African American people                         
face through white institutionalised power. He thereby highlights themes of high culture and                         
its ‘prestige’ in relation to African American struggles; “​Rollin’ in the Rolls­Royce Corniche,                         
Only the doctors got this, I’m hidin’ from police”. ​The theme in Kanye West’s song contains                               
many notions of race and racial stereotypes. Kanye West is in his own way appropriating                             
white ‘high culture’.  
The common theme of struggles is expressed in very different ways in the lyrics.                           
Eminem seeks to solve his struggles by using music to become successful in a way that is                                 
similar to the pursuit of the American dream. He is approaching his struggles in a non­violent                               
way whereas Kanye West’s lyrics are far more radical. Kanye West’s lyrics and video do in                               
combination express a violent reaction to struggles of adapting to an unjust society.   
As we have seen, cultural appropriation is present in different ways in the music                           
videos. The following part will go into further depth with how the term identity can be used                                 
to understand the presence of cultural appropriation in the music videos. 
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6.4. Musical positioning and identity 
 
We will now take the term of identity into consideration and do so in the light of our two                                     
chosen music videos. We will start out by taking a previously mentioned quote from Gilroy                             
into consideration. The quote is as follows: 
“We need to consider, for example, how the emotional and affective bonds that form                           
the specific basis of raciological and ethnic sameness are composed, and how they become                           
patterned social activities with elaborate cultural features. How are they able to induce                         
conspicuous acts of altruism, violence and courage? How do they motivate people toward                         
social interconnection in which individuality is renounced or dissolved into the larger whole                         
represented by a nation, a people, a race or an ethnic group.” ​(Gilroy, 2000: p101) 
Obviously this quote is not written in a way that is directed towards music in                             
particular, but it is nevertheless a useful tool to view music and its effect on identity through.                                 
What we wish to discuss is how the two songs along with their videos create meaning, and                                 
how they both as mentioned above “become patterned social activities with elaborate                       
cultural features” as well as use these and create reinterpretations of them and thereby                           
discuss how that relates to identity within the culture that the two artists work within or                               
recreate. 
As we outlined in our analyses of ‘No Church in the Wild’, the song and video carry a                                   
resistance towards Western societal power structures. The question then, is how this can be                           
seen as part of a patterned social activity and cultural feature, and furthermore how that                             
message then engages into an interplay with the subject who receives that message. It is                             
obvious that by carrying these types of messages the song and video incite its receiver to                               
think critically about the society in which it lives. But not just that; it incites its receiver to                                   
take action and act freely and not to be bound by the restrictions of society. The video quite                                   
clearly paints a picture of ‘us and them’. Them being the people of power, the upper classes                                 
and the forces that exercise power onto the ‘mob’ as the lyrics write. By doing that, the song                                   
and the video make the categorization of us and them and thereby it includes its receiver in                                 
the same category in which it positions itself. Thereby the receiver is invited to be part of the                                   
culture that the video and the song portray. Therefore it may be said that the receiver, by                                 
being at the receiving end of this music video, is being positioned as somebody who takes                               
part in this power struggle and therefore it may be said that an implicit categorization process                               
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is taking place and, as we outlined earlier in this project, categorization processes are often                             
something that individuals are not aware of.  
Therefore the receiver is, likely unknowingly, being positioned in a certain way by                         
viewing this video, and because of the fact that this happens without the receiver’s awareness,                             
the receiver is probably more likely to accept this implicit (unconscious) categorization. What                         
this means then, is that the receiver is actually being manipulated into taking a particular                             
position, which he or she did not actively choose him­ or herself and thereby it may be said                                   
that the identity of the receiver is as well being moulded in a certain way. 
If we take into consideration that the receiver is someone who is regularly at the                             
receiving end of messages that carry a meaning of the sort that ‘No Church in the Wild’ does,                                   
as someone who positions him­ or herself within a hip hop related culture (or at least within                                 
Kanye West’s fan base) most likely is, it is easy to understand why and how such an                                 
individual will conform to the same kinds of views on the world as the ones portrayed in this                                   
particular music video. 
If we now take the song and the music video ‘Lose Yourself’ into consideration, it is                               
clear that it contains the same sort of implicit unconscious categorization of the receiver and                             
thereby the receiver here is as well very convincingly invited into sharing the views on the                               
world that this music video portrays. This paradox of implicit unconscious categorization                       
processes may be said to be an intrinsic part of all cultures (especially ones that are                               
dominated by commercialism since that is exactly what commercialism does) and it is most                           
likely among the main reasons why identity is increasingly being collapsed into a shared                           
sameness, as Gilroy argues. Music, as all other commodities, work by implicitly positioning                         
its receiver within a certain category and if the receiver is not conscious about that, he or she                                   
will then be likely to conform to the views of the particular product, and thereby that product                                 
will play a part in recreating the subject’s identity without the subject’s own awareness. 
 
 
Conclusion 
  
Music may be viewed as a cultural aspect that plays a part in defining a certain culture, and it                                     
is for instance an important part of hip hop culture, as we have focused on throughout this                                 
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project. Because of that, music is something that an individual can use to position itself                             
through and thereby signal membership to a certain group or culture. Music, the subject, and                             
culture engage in an interplay in which they all interpret and reinterpret each other, and                             
thereby also position each other and themselves. Because of that, music, as well as culture,                             
plays a part in forming the subject’s identity in that the subject creates its identity through an                                 
understanding of itself as either belonging to or not belonging to certain groups that are                             
available to it. By addressing issues of membership, interpretation, identity, and belonging                       
music then becomes a matter of cultural appropriation. 
Cultural appropriation is present in the music videos in different ways according to                         
how it is understood. If it is understood from the typical or common approach it is useful to                                   
describe the emotions of belonging to a cultural group. Cultural appropriation then, appears                         
when an individual who is not positioned as belonging to a certain culture, incorporates                           
aspects from that culture into its own identity. This has been shown in the way Eminem feels                                 
the need for seeking approval as a hip hop artist. Even though other characteristics than race,                               
like for example class, becomes more important as the marker for the cultural group which he                               
is accepted into.   
If the transculturation approach is applied it helps to understand the composition of                         
the music videos as taking part in the dynamics between cultures. This has for example been                               
discussed about Kanye West’s music video as a cultural hybrid that makes associations to                           
wide variety of different cultures.    
Through the two music videos we were able to extract different ways of approaching                           
cultural appropriation in the typical sense of the term. The two artist perform inside the same                               
rap music stage, but the message they try to establish with their music video and the                               
belonging lyrics contain two different purposes. Eminem is appropriating, in an exploitative                       
way, elements from the African American hip hop culture, whereas Kanye West is                         
appropriating, in the sense of transculturation, the white European high class, by showing                         
different symbols and making a race division within the two groups of people. 
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